REPORT ON CRIME
In connection with the circumstances disclosed below we, Vladimir Miroshnichenko and Vitaly Pilkin
(applicants) , are forced to present you the following report on crime:
*In order to secure unjust enrichment and to obtain unlawful and unfair business advantages Sony Group
companies and law firm Hogan Lovells: (1) knowingly and willfully committed multiple federal offenses
under the US law, including: corrupting the Russian and the US government officials, bribery, tampering
with a witness , false representations , wrongful influence on adjudications, obstruction of criminal
investigation and others , (2) involved in commission of said crimes many employees of Sony Group
companies and a large number of partners and lawyers of Hogan Lovells and (3) knowingly and willfully
concealed commission of said crimes from the US law enforcement authorities.
*In order to avoid liability for committed crimes CEO of Hogan Lovells Stephen lmmelt corruptly persuaded
the US Attorney General Loretta E. Lynch to wrongfully influence the DOJ decision to refuse investigation
of said crimes.
*As a result of said corruption DOJ concealed said crimes and by doing that DOJ aided Sony and Hogan
Lovells to commit said crimes and to avoid liability for commission of said crimes.
*in violation of 15 USC . §78dd-1 (f)(2 )(B) , 18 U.S.C. §2 , 18 U.S.C . §371 , 18 U.S.C. §1001 and 18 U.S.C.
§196 2(d) CEO of Hogan Lovells Stephen lmmelt and more than 700 partners of Hogan Lovells conspired
to conceal and knowingly and wi llfully concealed from DOJ federal offenses committed by Sony Group
companies and Hogan Lovells and by doing that CEO of Hogan Lovells Stephen lmmelt and more than 700
partners of Hogan Lovells knowingly aided commission of said federal offenses .
Aforementioned. information is confirmed by reliable proofs disclosed in attached draft of the complaint
which is also available on the website www.justicewanted.org
Since DOJ concealed said crimes and aided Sony and Hogan Lovells to avoid liability for commission of
said crimes applicants have no choice but to inform you as thousands of another participants of the US
justice system about said crimes and to urge you to inform in accordance with the federal law the US law
enforcement authorities about said crimes you have got to know from the present report on crime.
Thank you in advance for your understanding , for manifestation of your civil position , for compliance
with federal law and alerting the US law enforcements authorities voluntary and in timely manner about
commission of said crimes and for your assistance in defending the principle of equal justice under law.
Please be advised that under 18 U.S.C. §1512 (b)(c) nobody, including management of Hogan Lovells,
has the right to influence your duty to alert the US law enforcements authorities about crimes which you
became aware of. No one from management of Hogan Lovells has the right to punish or replace you for your
information on crime submitted to the US law enforcement authorities.
Fina lly , we will certainly notify DOJ of your civil position .
Vladimir Miroshnichenko: mail address - ulitsa 3 pochtovoe otdelenie dom 84, kvartira 28 , gorod
Lyubertsy, Moscow Region , 140003 , Russian Federation , e-mail: vladimir8428@gmail.com
Vitaly Pilkin: mail address - Yasny proezd , dom 14,' korpus 1, kvartira 8, Moscow, 127081 , Russian
Federation , phone - + 79852225545 , e-mail: vital ilkin
ma.ii.com

Respectfully ,
Vladimir Miroshnichenko

Vitaly Pilkin
Applicants
Attachment draft of the complaint

